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Q1  Have we got the right links and connections in place that provide a complete network?

Q2  Do you agree with the prioritisation of the routes in the priority 1 group?

Yes - I fully support the plan No - I would like links to be added or removed (please tell us which ones below)

Question options
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Yes No - please tell us what you would like changed below

Question options
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50

75 63

39

Optional question (104 response(s), 13 skipped)
Question type: Checkbox Question

Optional question (101 response(s), 16 skipped)
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q3  Do you agree with the prioritisation of the routes in the priority 2 group?

Q4  Do you agree with the prioritisation of the routes in the priority 3 group?

Yes No - please tell us what you would like changed below

Question options

20

40

60

80

60

40

Yes No - please tell us what you would like changed below

Question options

20

40

60

80

58

42

Optional question (100 response(s), 17 skipped)
Question type: Checkbox Question

Optional question (99 response(s), 18 skipped)
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q5  What level of investment should Council contribute to building this walking and cycling

plan?

More investment - Support a higher level of investment by Council in building this walking and cycling plan, meaning that the priorities
will be delivered in less than 10 years (subject to funding approvals).

No Change - Agree with the current level of investment by Council in building this walking and cycling plan, meaning that the priorities
will be delivered within 10 years (subject to funding approvals).

Less investment - Support less investment by Council in building this walking and cycling plan, meaning that priorities will be
delivered in a time period that exceeds 10 years (subject to funding approvals)

Question options

50

100
87

15
4

Optional question (105 response(s), 12 skipped)
Question type: Checkbox Question
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later they are suffering from knee or hip pain. The faster a pedestrian

the more forces through the body when a foot strikes a surface.

Those who walk will usually have one foot on the ground, but if you

are running both feet will both be in the air for considerable time,

increasing forces when they strike the ground. Sideways camber

places much strain on hips, knees and ankles, but engineers design

for wheels and built in suspension in vehicles, but do not consider the

impact sideways camber has on pedestrians. Otherwise they would

eliminate it on man-made footpaths. While shingle paths are better

than asphalt and concrete they are far from ideal. Shingle is noisy,

moves under feet, little stones get into shoes and sandals, and

generally so much more unpleasant than grass but councils insist on

“improving” the pedestrian paths by adding shingle and edging that

you can sprain an ankle on. Then a few years later the path is

“improved” with asphalt! “Shared” paths only benefit cyclists and

wheels. Often it has been a footpath that now becomes available for

wheels too. It is built for wheels. The design is for wheels, and then it

is assumed to be for pedestrians also. But if a path gets busy it is the

pedestrians who find it most unpleasant and some no longer feel safe

using it. They feel intimidated by cyclists traveling faster and being

higher and bulkier than them. Whereas, if you are a pedestrian on a

rural road, you face oncoming traffic, on a shared path you are

expected to keep left whether on wheels or a pedestrian. The most

available activity for health and well-being for all age groups,

regardless of disposable income, ability, exercise time for the time-

constrained, and access, are pedestrian activities, yet councils do not

design their infrastructure with adequate consideration of pedestrians.

There is a need for pedestrian-only spaces and paths designed for

pedestrians away from busy roads. The only wheels permitted should

be those being pushed by pedestrians - prams, buggies, wheelchairs

and walkers. This would improve the health and well-being of the

population by reducing loneliness, obesity and lifestyle health issues.

Pedestrian paths need to be considered as much for their health and

well-being benefits as their means of transport. This is also often

ignored by councils when designing infrastructure. Pedestrian path

construction can include using recycled rubber from vehicle tyres, so

as well as benefiting pedestrians it will also benefit the environment.

Paths can also be designed to be porous, so no longer requiring a

sideways camber. Recycled rubber paths will also have more give

than asphalt, hence less likely to crack and cause trip hazards around

tree roots. As water will not pool on them, in winter they will be less

slippery. It would be great to have some rolled verges on country

roads that are mown when needed to create pedestrian paths on

natural surfaces a few metres to the side of rural roads. It would be

preferable to have separate paths for pedestrians to cyclists. Some

slower pedestrians will cover as little as 2km/hour, whereas,

particularly with the rise of e-bikes, these will travel in excess of

30km/hr. Yet they will be expected to “share” the same paths.
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Both these roads are 80km, and vehicles travel fast on Revells Road

(until recently it was 100kph). The combination does not make this a

particularly safe cycling route. The plan is to make Tuahiwi Road a

medium confidence road from the Church Bush Road intersection to

the Boys Road intersection. Medium confidence means cyclists travel

on the road. This would be ok in the township (which is 40km/hr limit)

but not on either the north or south parts of the road (for reasons

mentioned above). Ideally Tuahiwi Road, both north and south of the

village, should have a separate walking/cycling track. There is

enough room on the verges to allow for that. Whatever is done on the

south section of Tuahiwi Road is not going to help much, as the route

would end at Church Bush Road, and does not aid in getting to either

Woodend or Kaiapoi. Designating Greens Road and Te Pouapatuki

Road may help. Then you would also have a loop with Tuahiwi Road,

Church Bush Road and Greens Road, and access down Te

Pouapatuki Road. Tuahiwi is an established community. It deserves

to have better access to the service towns, and whatever is decided

to upgrade the routes should be brought forward into the Priority 1

scheme Lees Road area When we lived there, Lees Road and

Barkers Road were a no exit road so quite safe for cycling, but very

limited. Since then Lees Road has been opened to Sovereign Palms

development which creates a safe cycling route into Kaiapoi. I see

there is also a route proposed round the back of the subdivision down

to Beach Road. What a good idea. Wiiliams St south of the Lees

Road corner to the Old North Road is windy and should have a

separate cycling track. Going north from Pineacres, I see there is a

dedicated cycling path proposed to the east of the main road. That is

good. Once it meets Sandhills Road it changes to part of the road.

Sandhills Road is very windy and vehicles can travel fast along it. I

believe this should continue as a separate track. It would then link up

to the current tracks on Woodend Beach Road and allow safe family

access to both Woodend or Woodend Beach Gladstone Park

Gladstone Park is home to Woodend Rugby, Netball and Tennis

clubs, and I understand other sports may follow. We want to

encourage young players and families to cycle there from Woodend.

The present walking/cycle route (recently installed) finishes on the

west end of the park, then travels through to Pegasus (which allows a

safe route between Woodend and Pegasus). The route should be

extended along Gladstone Road to the main entrance for Gladstone

Park (approx 170m) This would then allow safe access to the park.

This should come into the Priority 1 group, as it would tie in with the

sporting nature of the park. Question 5 - I believe overall the sooner

these walking/cycling routes are installed to all areas the better, so

the Council should put in more investment to bring them about as

soon as practicable even if that means an adjustment to budget

planning. Overall it is good plan, but may require a few tweaks, and I

appreciate the effort that you and your team have put into it .I hope

my comments will be helpful in your review of the plan.
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Trim Ref: 220630110753 
 
30 June 2022 
 
The Chief Executive  
The Waimakariri District Council 
 
Dear Sir 
 

SUBMISSION ON THE WAIMAKARIRI DISTRICT COUNCIL’S WALKING AND CYCLING 
NETWORK PLAN – JUNE 2022 
 
The Woodend-Sefton Community Board (the Board) thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 
Walking and Cycling Network Plan (the Plan). 
 
Woodend – Kaiapoi 
 
The Board would like priority 1 to be given to the cycle/walkway between Woodend / Ravenswood / 
Pegasus and Kaiapoi High School.  This means not only the stretch of SH1 but also the connection 
through Kaiapoi to join to the Passchendaele Memorial Path, Kaiapoi High School and onto the 
Christchurch Northern Corridor Cycleway. 
 
This cycleway would be welcomed and used by a diverse range of users, including: 

 High school pupils living in Pegasus, Ravenswood and Woodend cycling to the high school 
they are zoned for. This would give them choice, rather than catching the bus or travelling by 
private vehicle.  

 Those that want to do a circuit of the three largest urban areas, Rangiora, Kaiapoi and 
Woodend/Pegasus. This leg of the triangle would finish the loop joining the Passchendaele 
Memorial Path and the Rangiora Woodend Path for cyclists and walkers.  

 Commuters utilising the Christchurch Northern Corridor Cycleway between Woodend, 
Pegasus, Ravenswood and Christchurch.  

 Recreational riders and commuters that presently drive to the Park and Ride at Kaiapoi South 
and then cycle to and from Christchurch would be able to cycle the whole way, saving on car 
trips.  

 Cyclists from Christchurch would be able to explore more of the Waimakariri District and access 
the existing eastern cycle trails. 

 
The Board notes that this project fits extremely well with the Sustainability Policy and the 
Infrastructure Strategy. 

 

Kippenberger Avenue – Mainpower Stadium 

The Board also request that the walking and cycling path between Kippenberger Avenue in Rangiora 
and the Mainpower Stadium be prioritised. This would allow safe travel to and from the Mainpower 
Stadium for those living in the north-east of Rangiora and also those living in the Woodend and 
Pegasus area so they can utilise the Rangiora Woodend Path. This would be extremely popular and 
would give stadium users, and particularly the youth, the option and the freedom to cycle/walk safely 
to and from sports, saving on car trips.  

  



 
Woodend to Ravenswood/Pegasus Roundabout 
 
Since 2018 the Board have submitted every year to the Council Long Term and Annual Plans 
requesting a cycle/walkway between Woodend and Pegasus/Ravenswood roundabout on SH1. This 
is a real safety issue and is a priority. 
 
The Board request that the proposed priority level of 3 should be changed to a priority level 1. This is 
an extremely busy section of SH1 and is unsafe for the people that want to traverse this section of 
road. This is not just adults confident in their abilities along this stretch of road, it includes caregivers 
pushing strollers and children cycling and walking. It is important to note that there is no bus that is a 
suitable alternative for those who wish to travel between Chinnerys Road and the 
Pegasus/Ravenswood roundabout. The only safe way to travel at present is by private vehicle. No bus 
stops are within this length of road and there is no footpath north of Chinnerys Road. This means that 
those wishing to get to the St Barnabas Anglican Church for church services or for activities like youth 
group or baby groups from either direction have no choice but to walk or cycle along SH1 or drive, if 
they have a vehicle available.  
 
See the map below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Overall, the Board would like to see the current paths in the District connected before new ones are 
considered. All of the above cycle/walkways fit this criteria.  

Residents have been asking for these connections so we know they would be in demand and would 
provide cycling and walking opportunities for a wide range of users including commuters, recreational 
users, families and the youth. 



 

Other 

Way Finding signage needs to be included as part of this project for all existing and planned paths. 
The Board request that Council staff work with the Te Kōhaka o Tūhaitara Trust to ensure paths in 
their area are included in this.  

An app would be of great use to many as maps, either online or printed, are good to plan routes for 
length and level of confidence but it is difficult for the finer details to be included. However, an app 
would be right there for people as they are using the paths. Board members have heard from people 
that it can be quite difficult to find the start of existing paths e.g. the Tūtaepatu Trail at Waikuku 
Beach, the Passchendaele Memorial Path in Kaiapoi. Also, some people have told of the feeling of 
“what now?” when the reach the end of a path with no indication of how they are meant to get any 
further e.g. when the Passchendaele Memorial Path ends in Rangiora, the Rangiora Woodend Path 
ending at Kippenberger Avenue, and how to get between the Tūtaepatu Trail at Waikuku Beach and 
the Rakahuri Trail. 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 
 
Regards 
 

 
Shona Powell 
Chairperson 
Woodend-Sefton Community Board 
 
Contact:   Kay Rabe, Governance Adviser com.board@wmk.govt.nz 
    C/- Waimakariri District Council, Private Bag 1005, Rangiora 7440 

mailto:com.board@wmk.govt.nz


Oxford-Ohoka Community Board 
Oxford Service Centre 

34 Main Street  
OXFORD  

7430 
 
TRIM Ref:  220623107276 
 
23 March 2022 
 
The Chief Executive  
The Waimakariri District Council 
 
Dear Sir 
 
SUBMISSION ON THE WAIMAKARIRI DISTRICT COUNCIL’S WALKING AND CYCLING NETWORK 
PLAN – JUNE 2022 
 
The Oxford-Ohoka Community Board (the Board) thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Walking 
and Cycling Network Plan (the Plan).  The Board is very concerned about the lack of funding for the 
implantation of the plan, and the false public expectation that consultation on the Plan has created in 
communities.  
 
The Board supports the Council's commitment to improving multi-model transport options throughout the 
District, with the intention of providing safe and accessible facilities which encourage active movements within 
the community. The Board would, however, like to raise the following: 
 
The Board agree with: 
 
 The extension of the path from No10 Road to the Mandeville Village Centre and from the Mandeville 

Village Centre to the Mandeville Sports Club.  
 Connecting Ohoka and Mandeville and Oxford to the other pathways that link communities such as the 

Passchendaele Pathway and the path to Christchurch.  This could make the Waimakariri a walking and 
cycling destination similar to the Otago Central Rail Trail.  However, the Board believe that it is important 
to put a basic network in place before funding is spent on creating an extended destination network.   
 

The Board wish to propose the following amendments: 
 
 The proposed cycleway along Tram Road to Oxford should rather be developed along North Eyre 

Road instead.   
North Eyre Road is a much safer route which cyclist of all levels could use, and pathways around West 
Eyreton School have already been developed.  There is also a base for pathways along North Eyre 
Road due to the old railway line.  The Council may even consider including historical sites from the past 
railway along the way to add interest in the route.  Also, the West Eyreton domain could serve as a stop 
along the way or could be a destination to be bike to.  In addition, the extension of the pathway along 
North Eyre Road would further safely connect the West Eyreton and Swannanoa Schools. 

 
The Board wish to propose that the following be added: 
 
 Development of pathways to connect schools within the 3.2 kilometre bus exclusion zone 

Walking to school positively impacts children's mental and physical health and alertness.  Although 
many urban school children have the option to walk to school, rural school children do not have the 
same opportunity due to the lack of safe walkways and/or cycleways.  Allowing children to walk or cycle 
to school helps promote their independence and open up their community to them to access.  The 
Council is therefore urged to develop pathways to connect schools within the 3.2 kilometre bus exclusion 
zone.  Currently students who live within this zone have to be dropped off and collected from school as 
there is no public transport or other safe alternative.   

Developing pathways in the bus exclusion zone will connect communities and reduce our reliability on 
vehicles thereby reducing our carbon footprint.  It would further provide safe recreational path usage for 
those who want to go for a run, family walk, family bike rides.  Allow children to grow up knowing that 
there are alternatives to just using cars even in our rural communities may help break the cycle of the 
reliability on vehicles.  
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 The following roads in the block around Swannanoa School should be prioritised:  

 Tram Road extended to the Mandeville Village Centre.  
 Two Chain Road to North Eyre Road. 
 North Eyre Road between Two Chain Road and five cross roads intersection. 
 Along No 10 Road to Tram Road. 

 
 Safe crossing zones should be created to allow people to cross from the north side to the south 

side of Tram Road to access the path.  
 

 High Street from Main Street to Harewood Road/ Harewood Road from High Street to Main Street, 
Oxford  
These two areas have been described in the Plan as a cycleway - Medium Confidence.  However, the 
Board has previously advised that location is now used extensively by pedestrians/walkers.  Therefore 
from the end of the residential area in High Street, Harewood Road to Park Avenue needs to be a shared 
pathway on the grass verge.   

The north side of Harewood Road from Park Avenue to Burnt Hill Road is zoned Residential, without a 
footpath.  The Board therefore believe it should be a pre-requisite to have a formed sealed footpath in 
this area, as it is Council’s policy to have a sealed footpath along one side of the road in urban areas. The 
Board asked for a new footpath to be laid along Harewood Road in its submission to the 2021/31 Long 
Term Plan, however, this currently falls outside of the four year plan. 
 

 Main Street, Oxford  
As the Council is aware the business area up to and including the three pedestrian crossing has been 
a contentious matter in the community with the current speed limit and the environment.  It is a Board 
priority to make Main Street safer.  The Board therefore believe that by narrowing Main Street to 
incorporate a high confidence cycleway should be done with just sharrow markings with double arrows.  
These markings indicate a shared-lane environment for cyclists and motorists.  They also assist in 
positioning cyclists on the street and clear of hazards such as car doors.  In addition, sharrow markings 
indicate that motorist should be aware of cyclists.  A painted cycleway on the road, with vehicles parked 
along the kerb may not make it safer.    
 

 Semi-rural Areas 
For too long rural communities have been left out of the Walking and Cycleway Network Plans.   Serious 
consideration therefore needs to be given to the paving infrastructure that is provided for semi-rural 
residence, such as the Mandeville/Swannanoa area.  Infrastructure should be developed so that semi-
rural residents have alternative options than using motor vehicles to take their children to facilities and 
schools.  Further development in these areas will inevitably occur, and the demand for such 
infrastructure will become increasingly necessary.  The Council may wish to consider introducing 
targeted rates in these areas for the development of footpaths. 

 
In conclusion, the Board wishes to note that with technology and vehicle changes, electric bikes will become 
far more common place.  This will allow people to travel further distances on their bikes.  Having the 
infrastructure to support this is certainly something that we would support for future proofing our communities. 
However please do not forget our more rural communities when planning for this.  
 
Thank you once again for the opportunity to comment. 
 
Regards  
 
 
 
Doug Nicholl 
Chairperson  
Oxford-Ohoka Community Board 
 
Contact: Thea Kunkel, Governance Team Leader com.board@wmk.govt.nz  

C/- Waimakariri District Council, Private Bag 1005, Rangiora 7440. 
 

mailto:thea.kunkel@wmk.govt.nz
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The Canterbury West Coast District of the NZAA believes that connecting Woodend 
and Kaiapoi by a cycleway is priority 1 in the development of the cycling network. It 
is our view that all modes of travel are important, and that safety of users is 
paramount.  

The carriageway of SH1 north of Kaiapoi that cyclists must use is narrow with 
adjacent drainage channels. Traffic daily count on SH1 south of Woodend was 
19,412 in 2021 (Waka Kotahi State Highway Monitoring) and is likely to be 
significantly over 20,000 by the time of installation of a new cycleway. 8.8% of this is 
recorded as being Heavy Vehicle. SH1 is not a safe option for cyclists. We would 
favour this ahead of current priority 1 options in the absence of the Woodend 
Bypass. The only alternate route (rather longer) available is via Tuahiwi. 

Kaiapoi is currently connected with Rangiora using an off-road cycleway avoiding 
Lineside Road with a lower traffic count of 14,643 in 2021 (Waka Kotahi State 
Highway Monitoring). 

Woodend is currently connected with Rangiora using an off-road cycleway adjacent 
to the Rangiora Woodend Rd for which no count is available. 

This would be the third and final connection between the three main population 
areas in the district. 

Otherwise we support the plan believing that the voice of using cyclists should be 
paramount. 

We have concerns about some of the engineering of cycle-ways that have been built 
in Christchurch and look forward to the opportunity of considering this aspect as 
engineering design is developed. In particular, where cycle ways are sharing road 
space, our desire is to see use of “softer” forms of delineation where a physical 
kerbing solution might be sought over painted lane markings. We believe that 
solutions other than rectangular profile concrete kerbs have considerable advantage 
for cyclist safety, minimising accident risk and also damage to cycles and motor 
vehicles. 

We also favour the minimisation of loss of roadside parking. 

 



30 June 2022 

 

To:  Allie Mace-Cochrane  
 Waimakariri District Council 

 

Feedback on Draft Walking and Cycling Network Plan 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the draft Walking and Cycling 
Network plan. 

The Waimakariri Access Group (WAG) promotes access to public places, spaces, 
information and facilities in the district and a barrier free environment for all people 
within the District.  

 

Priority 

WAG would like to see areas where pedestrians and cyclists are currently required to 
travel on the edge of the road to reach services and facilities have some priority.  One 
example is Tuahiwi. This would be of great benefit to the community to have safe paths 
within the township to move around and then extended to connect with the shared path 
on Rangiora Woodend Road. People could then safely travel to Rangiora or Woodend 
or connect with public transport on this road. There may be other areas where a path 
could help people access public transport or services and facilities and they should be 
also be included. 

 

Accessibility 

All paths should be easily accessible for all and also be well maintained including:  

 No barriers that restrict wheelchairs, strollers or mobility scooters or could be a 
safety hazard 

 There should be no obstructions, either permanent, or temporary like wheelie 
bins 

 Should preferably be sealed with good edging that keeps the grass and weed 
creep away. If it is a lesser used path this should, at the absolute minimum be 
well compacted, with good edging and well maintained, particularly after rain 

 Hedges and trees bordering paths kept trimmed back off the path 
 It would be great for all users if there was some seating at mid points or where 

there is a scenic outlook to allow users to rest and break their journey 
 Paths not in a shady position where ice may form and not be seen on a winters 

morning 
 



Width of paths 

Separated paths are recommended as a first option.  

Shared paths are challenging for those who have impairments and can create conflict 
between pedestrians and those that travel faster e.g. commuter cyclists, e-bike users, 
mobility scooter users. A pedestrian being hit by a cyclist going 30km/h is likely to suffer 
serious injuries. 

Shared paths should only be implemented in appropriate locations and be of sufficient 
width as per Waka Kotahi guidelines, which in turn refer to Austroads Guide to Road 
Design Part 6A Paths for walking and cycling. 

Given the fast uptake of e-bikes for both recreational and commuter use over the past 
couple of years and the focus on reducing car trips it is likely paths will be increasingly 
popular. Any shared path put in place where there is likely to be a mix of uses should be 
made wide enough to safely allow a cyclist or mobility scooter user to go past others 
safely, for example families on bikes, joggers, dogs being walked, e-cyclists.  

If at all possible, shared paths should have the ability to be widened in the future to 
make separated paths, if usage and safety issues demand. 

Where pedestrians are required to cross shared paths i.e. to access a road crossing, 
the priority should be for pedestrians.  Where cyclists enter and exit the road there 
needs to be directional Tactile Ground Surface Indicators in safety yellow colour across 
the opening of the cut down to keep pedestrians from inadvertently entering the 
roadway.   

If users need to cross a road to access or continue on a path, there must be a safe way 
for them to cross. 

 

Information about paths 

Information should be easily available about all paths, including existing ones and those 
that are in the Te Kōhaka o Tūhaitara Trust area. It must be able to be easily read, both 
in terms of size of print, colour of print, background and layout, and should include: 

 Where toilets are and if they are accessible 
 Where the nearest carparking is 
 Accurate information on length in km for each section 
 Accurate information on the accessibility for families, strollers, wheelchairs, etc 
 Accurate information on the ease of use of the path e.g. can a child on a balance 

bike do it, is the whole path of the same surface, is there any on-road section, 
etc. 

 

 



Signage 

Good directional and information signage both on the path itself and where necessary 
with actual signs, particularly showing if the path is a shared path, pedestrian only, or 
cyclist only, and direction of travel, if needed. 

For ease of understanding all signage, whether in signs or painted on the path needs to 
have a strong contrast between the words or pictures and the background. There 
should be signage as reminders where another path joins or crosses which may be 
used differently. However, signage on paths can be confusing for those who have 
cognitive impairments and can appear to be changes to those who have low vision, so 
there does need to be consideration on the placement of signage on the paths. 

Signage on existing paths may also need to be reviewed. 

 

Education 

Please consider some videos and social media posts on shared path etiquette and how 
to be considerate of other users, for example when someone comes up fast behind 
people who may not be aware of them.  

A key thing to be mindful of is that not all disabilities are visible and this should be 
included in messaging to try and encourage people to be considerate and mindful of all 
other users on the path. 

Also, some education on the usage of the different types of paths, and why it is 
important for vehicles not to park over the paths would be helpful. 

 

If you have any questions about anything around accessibility, please do not hesitate to 
make contact with us at waimakaccess@wmk.govt.nz  

 

Thanks 

 
Shona Powell 

Acting Chair 
Waimakariri Access Group (WAG) 
 
E-mail: waimakaccess@wmk.govt.nz 
Phone: 021 0231 6152 
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We would also like to see a cycle/walkway between Woodend and Pegasus/Ravenswood roundabout on SH1. This is 
a real safety issue and should be given the utmost priority. 

  
The Community Association requests that the proposed priority level of 3 should be changed to a priority level 1. This 
is an extremely busy section of SH1 and is unsafe for the people that want to traverse this section of road. This is not 
just adults confident in their abilities along this stretch of road, it includes caregivers pushing strollers and children 
cycling and walking. It is important to note that there is no bus that is a suitable alternative for those who wish to 
travel between Chinnerys Road and the Pegasus/Ravenswood roundabout. The only safe way to travel at present is 
by private vehicle. No bus stops are within this length of road and there is no footpath north of Chinnerys Road. This 
means that those wishing to get to the St Barnabas Anglican Church for church services or for activities like youth 
groups or baby groups from either direction have no choice but to walk or cycle along SH1 or drive, if they have a 
vehicle available.  
  
See the map below. 
  

 
 
Overall, the Association would like to see the current paths connected before new ones are considered. All of the 
above cycle/walkways fit this criteria.  
Residents have been asking for these connections so we know they would be in demand and would provide cycling 
and walking opportunities for a wide range of users including commuters, recreational users, families and the youth. 
  
Our Woodend Community Association contact person for this issue is: 
Doug Wethey  















































































Print Out No. 3 

Suggested Links from Consultation for the Walking 

and Cycling Network Plan 

These maps show specific named links which were suggested from consultation for the 

Walking and Cycling Network Plan. These were considered by staff and either included or 

excluded from the Walking and Cycling Network Plan  

The specific routes are included within the maps based on the number of requests received 

for the link, described in the table below: 

 

 Priority Links 

Purple 
 

- More than two requests for the 
link 

Pink - One or two requests for the 
link 

 















Walking and Cycling Network Plan – Communications & Engagement Activities 

• News story shared on Council website when consultation opened 31 May 
• Direct mailout of flyer to all properties in the District via Reach delivered week beginning 1 June 
• Copies of booklet delivered to service centres and libraries 
• The Let’s Talk walking and cycling advert was in the community noticeboard in the Northern Outlook (8, 15 and 22 June) and North 

Canterbury News (9, 16 and 23 June) 
• Community noticeboard column published in Northern Outlook (1 June) and North Canterbury News (2 June) 
• Two media enquiries resulting in two news stories 
• Interview with Don Young on Compass FM 
• Six drop in sessions with approximately 100-120 people attending across: 

o Woodend 
o Kaiapoi 
o Rangiora 
o Ohoka Market 
o Oxford 
o Pegasus 

• Social Media 
Activity Post 

Type 
Date Reach  Engagement Reactions/Likes Comments Shares 

Consultation 
Launch Post with 
Video 

Video 
Boost 

31 May 23658 3699 47 20 11 

Drop in session 
Woodend/Kaiapoi 
Post 

Tile 7 June 4734 31 8 0 3 

Drop in session 
Rangiora/Oxford 

Tile 14 June 5607 73 5 1 4 

Drop in session 
Pegasus 

Video 
Boost 

22 June 15749 3705 11 9 4 

Extending 
consultation 

Video 30 June 2549 139 5 4 0 

Total   52297 7647 76 34 22 



Reach – The number of people who saw the post at least once. 
Engagement – The number of reactions, comments, shares and clicks on the post 

• Online Engagement – Let’s Talk Site 
o 974 site visits 
o 766 Aware Visitors 
o 448 Informed Visitors 
o 96 Engaged Visitors 
o 117 Surveys submitted 

 
Aware – made a least one visit to project page 
Informed – has taken next step and clicked on something 
Engaged – contributed to a tool 
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